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Understanding a target audience’s emotional responses to a video advertisement is crucial to evaluate the advertisement’s effectiveness. However, traditional methods for collecting such information are slow, expensive,
and coarse grained. We propose AttentiveVideo, a scalable intelligent mobile interface with corresponding
inference algorithms to monitor and quantify the effects of mobile video advertising in real time. Without requiring additional sensors, AttentiveVideo employs a combination of implicit photoplethysmography (PPG)
sensing and facial expression analysis (FEA) to detect the attention, engagement, and sentiment of viewers
as they watch video advertisements on unmodified smartphones. In a 24-participant study, AttentiveVideo
achieved good accuracy on a wide range of emotional measures (the best average accuracy = 82.6% across
nine measures). While feature fusion alone did not improve prediction accuracy with a single model, it significantly improved the accuracy when working together with model fusion. We also found that the PPG sensing
channel and the FEA technique have different strength in data availability, latency detection, accuracy, and
usage environment. These findings show the potential for both low-cost collection and deep understanding
of emotional responses to mobile video advertisements.
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INTRODUCTION

In 2016, U.S. advertisers spent $72.5 billion in online advertising, of which digital video surged to a
record $9.1 billion [48]. Mobile advertising has been the fastest-growing segment during the past
few years (over 145% growth year-over-year to $4.2 billion [48]). Despite the huge revenues and
rapid growth, it is still challenging to evaluate the quality of advertising. For example, the efficacy
of direct response advertising [5], i.e., persuading a prospective customer to purchase specific
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Fig. 1. AttentiveVideo with dual video controls (left: touch widgets for non-ad video watching; right: on-lens
finger gestures from the back camera and facial tracking from the front camera for advertisement watching).

merchandise when we know the customer is looking for a similar product, can be quantified
through measures such as click-through-rate (CTR) [26, 58], conversion ratio (CVR) [22, 61],
and cost per click (CPC) [20, 61]. It is more challenging to measure the effectiveness of branding
advertising [17, 35], i.e., the viewers may not need the advertised product at the time of viewing.
Since branding advertising intends to increase customer awareness, trust, and sometimes loyalty
toward a brand in the long term, there are limited short-term user behaviors that can be observed
and analyzed.
Previous research used self-report data, focus groups, and behavior analysis to understand the
effectiveness of branding advertising [1, 23, 46]. These methods, though, are expensive, timeconsuming, and may not always lead to reliable results due to the inherent ambiguity in reporting
viewers’ subjective feelings and post-hoc cognitive reflection [31]. Other autonomic feedback techniques, such as facial expression analysis [16, 28] and physiological-signal analysis [21, 33], could
serve as orthogonal dimensions for understanding prospective customers’ emotional responses
to advertisements (ads) [33]. Unfortunately, most autonomic feedback techniques require either
dedicated sensors [21, 33] or PCs connected to the high-speed internet [16, 28] to run. These additional requirements make it difficult to deploy such technologies in large scale, especially in mobile
environments.
To address these challenges, we propose AttentiveVideo, a scalable intelligent mobile interface
that can collect users’ emotional responses to mobile ads in real-time via two modalities on unmodified smartphones. AttentiveVideo utilizes a dual video control system (Figure 1). For regular
video materials (e.g., movies or TV shows), AttentiveVideo is similar to today’s mobile video apps,
in that it uses on-screen touch widgets for play and pause. When a subsidized advertisement video
is playing, AttentiveVideo enables and requires video control through on-lens finger gestures, i.e.,
covering and holding the back camera lens to play the ad, and uncovering the lens to pause the ad.
As a by-product of this tangible video control mechanism, the viewer’s photoplethysmography
(PPG) signals are extracted implicitly by continuously monitoring the changes in transparency
of the covering finger through the back camera. Furthermore, AttentiveVideo simultaneously captures and analyzes the viewer’s facial expressions via the front camera. From the collected PPG signals and facial expressions, the prediction module of AttentiveVideo leverages machine-learning
algorithms to infer viewers’ emotional responses.
In this article, we evaluate the usability and accuracy in emotional detection of AttentiveVideo
in a 24-participant user study. Overall, participants reported positive experiences with AttentiveVideo for consuming mobile advertisements. Moreover, we show that it is feasible to detect
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viewers’ attention, engagement, and sentiment responses to mobile video advertisements with
high accuracy on unmodified smartphones. We also conduct a systematic exploration of different
machine-learning algorithms and input modalities (PPG signals, facial expressions, and the fusion
of both).
Major contributions of this article include:
• The design, implementation, and evaluation of a scalable intelligent mobile interface,
AttentiveVideo, for the automatic collection of emotional responses to mobile video ads
on unmodified smartphones. AttentiveVideo received positive usability feedback from our
participants.
• The feasibility of inferring a wide range of viewer’s emotional responses to video advertisements with higher accuracy by combining the complementary results from PPG sensing and
facial expression analysis with multiple machine-learning algorithms.
• A direct comparison of two rich modalities that sense human affect, i.e., PPG signals and
facial expressions, in the context of mobile advertising. Our results show that the two modalities are complementary in both detection accuracy and signal availability. While PPG signals are good at detecting subtle emotions, facial expressions are good at detecting strong
but brief emotions.
• An evaluation between feature fusion and model fusion in the context of AttentiveVideo.
The experimental results show that model fusion is more effective than feature fusion. The
best average accuracy of model fusion (weighted average voting) is 82.4%, while the best
average accuracy of a single model (Support Vector Machines (SVM)) is 75.2%.
2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Advertising Effectiveness
Over the past 20 years, advertisements, a.k.a. commercials, have shifted from uniform presentations [26] to more personalized and relevant advertisements [8, 25, 32] via techniques such as
behavior targeting. Researchers have improved the effectiveness of direct response advertising [5]
by identifying crucial factors and empirical techniques, such as item-based collaborative filtering
[25], named entities recognition [8], relevant embedded positions [32], and animation in ad banners [26]. Large-scale, data-driven approaches optimizing short-term behavior measures, such as
CTR [26, 58], CVR [22, 61], CPC [20, 61], and viewing duration [23], are becoming the standard
for evaluating the efficacy of direct response advertising.
Evaluation and improvement of branding advertising, however, is still an open problem. To overcome the asynchronicity between advertisement exposure and purchase decision, marketers have
used emotions as indirect measures of the effectiveness of branding advertising [46]. Self-report
and polling [1, 33, 46] are the most popular techniques to date. However, these technologies require
additional cognitive workload in reporting emotional responses to ads and may lead to inconsistent results due to the inherent ambiguity in reporting viewers’ subjective feelings [31]. Hazlett
and Hazlett [16] found self-reports were less sensitive to brand recall than autonomic feedback,
i.e., facial expressions, after watching ads four days. Researchers have also adopted technologies
in affective computing research [42] to infer viewers’ emotional responses to ads from autonomic
feedback channels, e.g., skin conductance [33], heart rate [21, 33], and facial expressions [28].
2.2 Affective Computing
Affective computing [42] refers to the design and evaluation of computerized techniques that can
recognize, interpret, and respond to human affective states. Affect detection has been studied in
many contexts such as education [6, 37, 54], human–robot communication [51], healthcare [19],
and advertising [21, 28, 29].
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Fig. 2. Example faces showing 26 landmarks detected.

2.2.1 Autonomic Feedback Channels. Facial expressions are the most common modality for affective computing [9]. Most facial expression-based systems rely on the correlation between Facial
Action Coding System (FACS) and emotions. FACS includes action units (AUs), which are the fundamental actions of individual muscles or groups of muscles. Recently, facial expression analysis
(FEA) has been explored by researchers in both the affective computing community and the computer vision community as an automatic approach to understand human emotions [9]. Current
computer vision systems can automatically analyze landmark points in a face via facial alignment
(Figure 2) and map the temporal changes of landmark points to emotions via the FACS. Recently,
McDuff et al. [28, 29] explored the use of commodity webcams and FEA to analyze viewers’ emotional responses and purchase intent from video advertisements on PCs via Adobe Flash widgets
embedded in web pages.
Physiological signals, such as skin conductance [6] and heart rate variability (HRV) [19], have
been leveraged as informative input modalities to detect users’ affective states. Lang [21] explored
the feasibility of using heart rate to detect physiological arousal evoked by TV ads. Please refer
to Calvo and D’Mello [9] for a comprehensive survey of the use of physiological signals in affect/
emotion detection.
In addition to physiological signals, speech, natural language, and body language are also popular
modalities in affective computing. By analyzing what was said (i.e., language cues) and how it was
said (i.e., acoustic prosody features [51]), researchers can detect users’ affective states in intelligent
tutoring systems [10]. Body language– (or posture) based detection systems monitor the dynamic
changes of static postures to infer users’ affective states. D’Mello and Graesser [10] collected learners’ posture data from a chair equipped with pressure sensors to infer learners’ emotions as the
learners used AutoTutor.
The emotion inference accuracy can be further improved by combining different modalities
(feature fusion) and different machine-learning algorithms (model fusion) [2, 10, 18]. Bailenson
et al. [2] found the addition of physiological features to facial expressions increased the prediction
precision of sadness by over 15% and of amusement by 9%. Hussian et al. [18] achieved higher
accuracies in valence and arousal prediction when using model fusion methods for facial-based
and physiological-based modalities. D’Mello and Graesser [10] achieved up to 0.2 improvements
in Kappa when combining features (feature fusion) of facial expression, posture, and dialog cues
in AutoTutor.
Most of these research efforts, however, require dedicated wearable sensors and a high-speed
internet connection during the exposure time. Such requirement can prevent the wide adoption of
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these technologies in everyday settings, especially in mobile environments. In comparison, AttentiveVideo achieves implicit PPG sensing and FEA on unmodified smartphones. Our approach eliminates the additional sensor requirement for the large-scale deployment of affect sensing systems.
2.2.2 Collecting Physiological Signals without Additional Sensors. The idea of collecting users’
physiological signals on commodity smartphones without additional hardware has been studied
recently in the context of Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) [36, 37, 39, 53, 54]. AttentiveLearner [36, 37, 53, 54] and AttentiveLearner2 [39, 41] can capture users’ physiological signals on
today’s smartphones via both unimodal and multimodal interfaces, respectively. While AttentiveLearner tracks only users’ PPG signals via the back camera lens, AttentiveLearner2 [39, 41] is more
relevant to AttentiveVideo with PPG signal and facial expression monitoring from both the back
and front camera of an unmodified smartphone. Nevertheless, there are three major differences
between AttentiveVideo and AttentiveLearner2 . First, AttentiveLearner2 focuses on watching lecture videos in MOOCs and flipped classrooms, whereas AttentiveVideo is optimized for monitoring mobile video advertisements. Compared with lecture videos, advertisements have shorter
exposure time (5–20 minutes vs. 30s) and usually carry stronger stimuli to elicit emotional responses from the audience. As detailed in follow-up sections, such differences impose significant
challenges to algorithm design. Second, advertisers care about viewers’ emotions such as “like”
elicited by an advertisement and its potential to go “viral” (i.e., willingness to reshare [29]), while
instructors in MOOCs pay more attention to learners’ engagement, confusion [54, 53], mind wandering [36], divided attention [55], and perceived difficulties [37] in learning. Third, going beyond
AttentiveLearner2 ’s configurations, we explore three new ideas in this work: (1) a new PPG-based
feature extraction (LocalDiff), (2) reducing lens covering time, and (3) model fusion (combining
different machine-learning algorithms).
To the best of our knowledge, AttentiveVideo is the first mobile advertising system to detect
users’ affective states via a combination of PPG sensing and FEA in real-time on today’s unmodified
smartphones. AttentiveVideo has been preliminarily studied in our previous work [38, 40]. While
[38] mainly focused on the detection performance of the PPG signal channel, Pham and Wang
[40] explored the feasibility of using the two modalities to improve the system’s performance. We
conducted further studies to understand the strengths and weaknesses of each modality in the
context of mobile advertising, gaining additional results on signal collection and model fusion.
2.3 Mobile Video Interfaces
Mobile advertising, the faster-growing segment of online advertising, is a promising paradigm
for advertisers [48]. Researchers have proposed various interaction techniques for streamlining
interaction with videos on mobile devices. Ganhör [13] divided a phone’s screen into four panes
and used one or more panes for efficient video navigation. Wu et al. [52] studied one-handed
tilting and shaking gestures for video browsing. Zhang et al. [60] utilized the touch screen for
both video navigation and collaborative sketches. AttentiveVideo is equipped with on-lens finger
gesture interaction for video control. This interaction provides natural tactile feedback from the
bezel of the back camera when a user is holding the phone in landscape mode [53]. Moreover,
the on-lens finger gesture can implicitly collect users’ PPG signal and infer their affective and
cognitive states.
Emotions have been explored in mobile video interfaces to improve viewing quality. EmoPlayer
[23] used the pre-annotated emotions of characters in a movie to facilitate video navigation and
comprehension. Similarly, Moody Mobile TV [24] provided personalized playlists by collecting
self-reports of viewers’ emotions. By comparison, AttentiveVideo collects autonomic feedback via
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Fig. 3. The algorithm workflow of AttentiveVideo: (1) collecting PPG signals and facial expressions from unmodified smartphones, (2) extracting features from the data, and (3) putting extracted features into machinelearning models to classify emotional responses to mobile ads.

two modalities, PPG signals from the back camera and facial expressions from the front camera,
to infer emotional responses to mobile video advertisements.
3 DESIGN OF ATTENTIVEVIDEO
AttentiveVideo is designed as an intelligent video player for mobile devices. End-users will watch
copyrighted yet ad-subsidized movies or TV shows via AttentiveVideo on their smartphones. Figure 3 shows the internal workflow of AttentiveVideo. When a viewer watches sponsored ads on
her smartphone, AttentiveVideo tracks the viewer’s PPG signals and facial expressions simultaneously via the back and front cameras. The collected signals will be extracted and processed before
being fed to machine-learning models. The models will detect what emotional responses were expressed while the viewer is watching the ad. In the following section, we will introduce the three
main components of AttentiveVideo: (1) the dual video control interface, i.e., on-screen UI widgets
for controlling regular videos and on-lens finger gestures for controlling ads; (2) an autonomic
feedback collection interface; and (3) affect inference algorithms.
3.1 Dual Video Control Interface
In AttentiveVideo, the on-screen UI widgets for controlling the playback of regular videos are
similar to existing mobile video players, i.e., click to play or pause the videos (Figure 1, left).
When it is time to show a sponsored video advertisement, AttentiveVideo switches to the onlens tangible control mode. In this mode, a viewer covers and holds the lens of the back camera with
her finger for the duration of the advertisement (Figure 1, right); uncovering the camera lens pauses
the ad. AttentiveVideo extends the Static LensGesture algorithm [56] to detect the lens-covering
actions. This algorithm uses a linear classification model on the mean and standard deviation of all
pixels in a coming image frame from the back camera. Static LensGesture achieved an accuracy of
99.6% for video control [53]. At the same time, the front camera captures and analyzes the viewer’s
facial expressions in real time.
This seemingly “awkward” video control mechanism has at least three advantages in the context
of subsidized mobile advertising: (1) this mechanism intentionally makes it harder for a viewer to
skip the sponsored advertisement. Only live body parts (e.g., finger or earlobe) supporting PPG
sensing can be used for lens covering to enable ad playback. Paradoxically, making the ad hard
to skip is beneficial to both advertisers and viewers. Advertisers can get increased reception and
richer feedback. Consequently, viewers can enjoy more and higher-quality video resources supported by advertisers for free. Meanwhile, viewers always have the freedom to switch to the traditional “pay-per-view” option if they are not interested in watching ads; (2) the mechanism provides natural tactile feedback from the bezel of the back camera when a user is holding the phone
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Fig. 4. AttentiveVideo implicitly captures fingertip-transparency changes during ad watching via the back
camera (top). The PPG waveforms extracted (bottom).

in landscape mode; and (3) the cover-and-hold gesture allows AttentiveVideo to implicitly capture
the user’s physiological signals and facial expressions during ad watching. As detailed in follow-up
sections, such PPG signals and facial expressions can be used to infer users’ emotions during the
advertisement and are valuable to advertisers. Xiao and Wang [53] have also found this on-lens
finger gesture intuitive and comfortable to use in a series of disciplined usability studies. In this
article, we explore the feasibility of further reducing user effort by minimizing the covering time
in a video while keeping system accuracy high.
3.2

Autonomic Feedback Collection Interface

AttentiveVideo enables the automatic collection of both PPG signals and facial expressions implicitly during mobile ad watching.
AttentiveVideo collects a viewer’s PPG signals by analyzing fingertip transparency changes in
real time through the back camera (Figure 4). The underlying mechanism is tied to the user’s
cardiac cycles. In every cardiac cycle, the heart pumps blood to the capillary vessels and fingertips
of users. The arrival and withdrawal of fresh blood change the transparency of the fingertips;
these changes can be detected by the built-in camera when the user’s fingertip is covering the
lens of the camera. AttentiveVideo extended the LivePulse algorithm [15] to identify the interbeat intervals (NN) from PPG signals. LivePulse is a six-step peaks/valleys counting heuristic.
LivePulse uses adaptive thresholding to remove outliers. LivePulse reports the NN intervals as the
distances between zero-crossing points, which are interpolated from the identified peaks/valleys.
In this study, we further smooth the extracted NN intervals using the moving average window
function and resample the intervals to 20Hz.
At the same time, AttentiveVideo utilizes the front camera to capture the user’s facial expressions as she watches advertisements. AttentiveVideo used Affdex SDK [27] to analyze facial expressions from the recorded clips. Affdex detects 26 facial landmark points (Figure 2) and outputs
15 facial expression features, e.g., smile and jaw drop, and 9 facial emotion features, e.g., joy and
surprise.
It is worth noticing that activating two cameras in a smartphone in preview mode imposes major
challenges in both hardware architecture and software design. First, not all smartphones today allow the concurrent video streaming from both the front camera and back camera at the same time,
due to restrictions in camera firmware and memory access architecture. Based on our experiments,
only the Google Nexus 6, Samsung Galaxy S4/S5, and Amazon Fire Phone are capable of turning
on two cameras in preview mode at the same time. We hope that by demonstrating the potential
for collecting PPG signals and facial expressions in parallel, more smartphone manufacturers will
start supporting such capabilities in the future. Second, it is critical to write efficient multi-thread
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Table 1. Heart Rate Variability Features
HRV feature
AVNN
SDNN
pNN5
pNN10
pNN20
rMSSD
SDANN
SDNNIDX
SDNNIDX / rMSSD
MAD

Description
Average of NN intervals
Standard deviations of NN intervals
% adjacent NN intervals with differences > 5ms
% adjacent NN intervals with differences > 10ms
% adjacent NN intervals with differences > 20ms
root mean square of successive differences
Standard deviations of the average of NN intervals within k second windows
mean of standard deviations of NN intervals within k second windows
Ratio of SDNNIDX and rMSSD
Median absolute deviation

Fig. 5. Extracting SessionPPG and LocalDiff features.

functions to handle the video playback, PPG sensing from the back camera, and FEA from the
front camera running on different physical processor cores to achieve real-time signal processing.
Third, the write bandwidth for external storage (i.e., the flash memory) in today’s smartphones
is insufficient for saving two video streams in real time. We have successfully implemented the
real-time parallel video processing algorithms of AttentiveVideo on a Google Nexus 6.
3.3 Affect Inference Algorithms
The “intelligence” of AttentiveVideo comes from the affect (emotion) inference component.
AttentiveVideo extracts features from the collected PPG signals and facial expressions in each
advertisement and uses machine-learning algorithms to infer the user’s emotional responses to
the advertisement.
3.3.1 Feature Extraction.
PPG Features
Similarly to previous work [36, 37, 53], we extracted 10 dimensions of HRV-related features from
the NN intervals (Table 1). Since the duration of an ad is relatively brief when compared with a
MOOC tutorial video, we replaced the common pNN50 feature with pNN5, pNN10, and pNN20.
Although the HRV feature set contains both time-domain and frequency-domain features, e.g., low
frequency or high frequency, we use only the time-domain features. This decision can improve the
robustness of detection accuracy on intermittent signals caused by play/pause or finger jittering.
For each participant, all features were rescaled to [0, 1].
For each advertisement, we extracted 10 dimensions of PPG features shown in Table 1 in two
different settings (Figure 5): the session feature set (SessionPPG) and the local difference feature
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Table 2. Features Used in the Facial Expression Analysis Channel

Affdex’s output
Anger
Contempt
Disgust
Engagement
Fear
Joy
Sadness
Surprise
Valence
Attention
Brow furrow
Brow raise

Feature type
Emotion
Emotion
Emotion
Emotion
Emotion
Emotion
Emotion
Emotion
Emotion
Expression
Expression (AU4)
Expression (AU2)

Affdex’s output
Chin raise
Eye closure
Inner brow raise
Lip corner depressor
Lip press
Lip pucker
Lip suck
Mouth open
Nose wrinkle
Smile
Smirk
Upper lip raise

Feature type
Expression (AU17)
Expression (AU43)
Expression (AU1)
Expression (AU15)
Expression (AU24)
Expression (AU18)
Expression (AU28)
Expression (AU25)
Expression (AU9)
Expression
Expression
Expression (AU10)

set (LocalDiff). SessionPPG includes 10 dimensions of HRV features from an entire ad. LocalDiff
extracted 10 dimensions of HRV features from both the first and the second half of the ad and
then calculated their relative differences. Figure 5 illustrates how SessionPPG and LocalDiff were
extracted from an ad. While SessionPPG has been used successfully in previous research [53], to
the best of our knowledge, we are the first to define and use LocalDiff-based meta-features to
improve the sensitivity of emotion prediction via PPG signals.
Facial Features
AttentiveVideo extracted the means and standard deviations of 24 facial expression features via
the Affdex’s SDK (Table 2). Unlike training PPG-based models, where all 10 features were used,
facial-based models select only the top 10 features for emotional detection. By selecting the same
number of features as in PPG signal, we can achieve a fair comparison between FEA features and
PPG features. D’Mello and Graesser [10] also used this approach to evaluate their multimodal
system. In our preliminary analysis, using the top 10 features, chosen by Weka’s InfoGain feature
selection, led to a 2%–15% improvement in accuracy in detecting emotional states when compared
to using all 48 features.
The feature selection process was done according to the leave-one-participant-out cross validation. Therefore, the top 10 features could be different between different folds. We consider this
setting will not, however, overestimate the models’ performance compared to using all training
and test data for feature selection, which would give a single set of top features.
Combining PPG and Facial Features (Feature Fusion)
To build multimodal systems, we used the feature fusion approach [10] to combine PPG signal features and FEA features. We used only the top 10 multimodal features selected by Weka’s InfoGain
to minimize the curse of dimensionality, i.e., the multimodal systems used the top 10 features of
SessionPPG and facial features or the top 10 features of LocalDiff and facial features.
3.3.2 Inference Algorithms. We built user-independent models and utilized the leave-oneparticipant-out cross-validation method for evaluation.
Super Vector Machines
We built RBF-kernel SVMs using the implicitly captured PPG signals and facial expressions to
infer viewers’ emotional responses to advertising clips. RBF-kernel SVMs were chosen because
they gave good performance with PPG signals [36, 37, 53, 54, 55] and facial features [29].
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Model Fusion
Hussain et al. [18] found that emotion detection accuracy can be improved not only by combining
different modalities but also by combining different machine-learning algorithms. In this article,
we evaluate the model fusion approach by comparing SVMs with the combination of SVMs, decision trees, and k-Nearest Neighbor models (KNN) using PPG signal, facial expression, or fusion
features. When using PPG signal, we combine both models using SessionPPG features and models
using LocalDiff features.
The final output of a model fusion system is calculated by aggregating outputs from its member
models. For this article, we evaluated two voting methods: weighted average voting and majority
voting. The weighted average voting method’s output is the weighted average probabilities of all
member models where each member model has a different weight. We use a grid search of weight
from [1, 4] for each member model. Different from weighted average voting, the majority voting
does not directly use the output probabilities but the final classifications. The majority voting
method chooses the output class that is chosen by most of the member models.
4
4.1

USER STUDY
Experimental Design

Instead of surveying participants out of context, i.e., inviting them to watch an ad directly and
report subjective feelings afterwards [16, 28, 33, 46], we collect viewers’ emotional responses in a
more realistic setting [4, 21], i.e., grouping together and embedding them into host video contents,
e.g., movies and TV shows. In our experiment, each participant watched an episode of a popular
TV series (“The Big Bang Theory”). The episode had three embedded advertising slots and can be
accessed freely on the official website. We replaced the original ads with our experimental ads but
keeping the advertising positions unchanged.
We selected 12 video ads for the following brands: Ameriquest, Coca Cola, Doritos, Extra Gum,
Guinness, Johnson & Johnson, One Main, Pepsi, Straight Talk, Township, Verizon, and Volkswagen. The mean length of the ads was 30.17s (σ = 0.69). The ads were chosen because they presented a range of affective states, e.g., humor, warmth, and neutral (Table 3). We focus on humor
and warmth, because they are important emotions in advertising. While humor is the most popular emotion that advertisers used [4], warmth is another important emotion that targets family,
children, and friends [1].
4.2 Participants and Apparatus
We recruited 24 participants (13 females) from a local university. The average age was 25.58 (σ =
3.01); the ages ranged from 21 to 33. Participants watched movies and TV shows on a regular basis
(21 watched weekly and 3 watched monthly). Only one participant had never used mobile devices
for video watching before the study. Facial expression data from five participants were excluded
from the follow-up analysis, because the algorithm could not locate facial landmark points reliably
from these participants.
The experiment was completed on a Google Nexus 5 smartphone with a 4.95-inch, 1920 ×
1080 pixel display, 2.26GHz quad-core Krait 400 processor, and running Android 5.0. It has an
8-megapixel back camera with LED flash.
In this study, we needed the original facial expression videos to evaluate feature fusion and
model fusion approaches. However, it is insufficient for AttentiveVideo to save the raw video
stream from the front camera to the SD card while keeping the video playback, facial analysis,
and PPG analysis fully functioning in real time. Therefore, we used a separate camcorder to
track facial expressions while the Google Nexus 5 was used for video watching and PPG signal
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Fig. 6. Experimental procedure (top row) and sample facial images captured during the user study.

monitoring in parallel. Note that we have since implemented a working prototype, which runs
completely on a Google Nexus 6. The prototype has been successfully demonstrated in [40].
4.3

Procedures

Figure 6 illustrates the procedure of this study. A participant first signed a consent form and filled
out a demographic survey. Then, the participant took a training session by watching a demo video
consisting of two movie trailers and two embedded advertising slots with two ads in each slot.
While watching non-advertised content (the movie trailers), the participant used normal on-screen
gestures to play the video and the camera was turned off. While watching the ads, the participant
needed to cover the back camera lens to play the ad, and the camera was turned on to record the
participant’s facial expressions. After watching an advertising slot, containing two ads, the participant answered a subjective survey for each of the two ads before continuing to the non-advertised
content. The participant took a short break before proceeding to the formal study session, which
used the same format as the training session. In the formal study, the participant watched an
episode of “The Big Bang Theory” with three embedded advertising slots, each slot containing
four ads. Similarly to the training session, the participant gave an emotional self-report after each
advertising slot and continued with the episode. At the end of the study, the participant rated the
usability of AttentiveVideo and ranked the six most liked ads. Each participant received a $10 gift
card after completing the study.
4.4 Data Collection and Processing
4.4.1 Evaluation Measures. In this study, we used two types of self-reporting: verbal selfreporting for discrete emotions and visual self-reporting for dimensional emotions. Participants
responded to six discrete emotions related questions on the effectiveness of each advertisement,
i.e., Attention, Share, Touching, Rewatch, Recall, and Amusing. We used Touching as a warmth
emotion in advertising, i.e., the viewer feels moved by the ad. We also used the Self-Assessment
Manikin (SAM) [34] to collect responses for two dimensional emotions, Valence and Arousal. These
ratings are in a 7-point Likert scale format (1: highly disagree; 7: highly agree). In addition, participants rated the Like measure by ranking the 6 most liked ads at the end of the study. In total, we
collected measures of nine emotional states that can be grouped into three categories: attention,
engagement, and sentiment (Table 3). Some measures we used to evaluate AttentiveVideo are from
the advertising industry: Like and Share (Youtube [59] and Facebook [12]) and Attention and Valence (Emotient [50]). Although discrete emotions can be inferred from the dimensional emotions,
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Table 3. Nine Dimensions of Emotional Response Measure

Category
Attention

Measure
Attention
Recall
Like

Engagement

Sentiment

Rewatch
Share
Touching
Amusing
Valence
Arousal

Question
I paid sufficient attention to the entire ad
I can recall major details in this ad
Please choose the 6 ads in this study that you liked best and rank them
accordingly (1: most liked; 6: least liked)
I’m interested in watching the ad again in the future
I found something special in the ad and want to share it with my friends
I found the ad touching
I found the ad amusing
Self-Assessment Manikin
Self-Assessment Manikin

Fig. 7. Average scores of each ad across 8 measures on a 7-point Likert scale or self-assessment Manikin.

Barrett [3] recommended using both types of measures to avoid the inter-person variance in subjective annotation. Rozgić et al. [44] also studied both discrete and dimensional emotions at the
same time. Moreover, by collecting discrete emotion annotations, we can avoid the cascaded errors
when inferring the discrete emotions from dimensional emotions. While some of these emotional
measures have been studied by researchers in affective computing in the past, e.g., Teixeira et al.
[47] (Amusing), McDuff et al. [29] (Like and Rewatch), Aaker et al. [1] (Touching), and Hazlett and
Hazlett [16] (Valence and Arousal), we are the first to conduct a systemic investigation of such
measures in the context of mobile advertising.
Similarly to previous work [1, 16, 29], we did not use additional controlling measures, e.g., eye
gaze tracking, to validate whether the rated emotions come from the experimental ads. However,
by looking at participants’ ratings, we found the rated emotions of each ad were well aligned.
Figure 7 shows the average rating of each item for the 12 ads. On average, the emotional responses
to experimental stimuli (ads) were diverse, which implied that the selected ads cover a wide range
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of advertisement’s effectiveness dimensions. Some were highly rated for a single measure while
receiving low ratings on other measures, e.g., ExtraGum received high ratings on the Touching
measure but low ratings on others.
4.4.2 Datasets. From participants’ ratings (self-reports), the emotional response detection task
can be considered a regression or ranking problem where our machine-learning models predict
a participant’s rating values. However, to evaluate the feasibility of AttentiveVideo in this pilot
study, we started with binary classifiers that detect whether a participant had a specific emotion
for an ad. In other words, we built a binary classifier for each emotional state, e.g., Like or not
Like and Amusing or not Amusing. To keep a unified pipeline for performance evaluation, we
also binarized ratings of dimensional emotions, i.e., Valence (pleasant vs. unpleasant) and Arousal
(high vs. neutral). A similar approach has been used in previous work [28, 29, 44], where discrete
and/or dimensional emotions were binarized for pilot evaluations.
To evaluate the binary classifiers’ performance when working with strongly expressed emotions
and with subtle expressed emotions, we re-annotated the collected data using participants’ ratings.
Following Greenwald et al. [14], for each emotional measure, we sorted participants’ ratings and
used the average rating of each ad in the dataset as a tie breaker. For example, let participant S1
watch 8 ads (a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h) and her “Like” ratings of these ads are (a, 1) (b, 2) (c, 6) (d, 7)
(e, 3) (f, 6) (g, 7) (h, 3). Note that in this example, there are three ties (e = h, c = f, d = g). Given
that the average ratings of tied videos in the dataset satisfy e > h, f > c, and g > d then S1’s
ratings will be sorted as (a, 1) (b, 2) (h, 3) (e, 4) (c, 5) (f, 6) (d, 7) (g, 8). From this re-annotated
dataset, we selected the top 50% of the ads as positives (a, b, h, e) and the other 50% as negatives
(c, f, d, g). We called this balanced dataset FullDS, because it used all the data. We also created
another dataset, named ExtremeDS, by selecting the top 25% of the ads as positives (a, b) and the
bottom 25% as negatives (d, g). The ExtremeDS discarded weak (mid-ranked) emotional responses
and only kept strong emotional responses while the FullDS kept both strong and weak (subtle)
responses. A similar approach was used in [29], where the authors reported performance only on
a dataset having neutral and mild (weak) responses to ads removed. In this article, we showed
that comparing performance on both FullDS and ExtremeDS can reveal interesting insights of PPG
signals and facial expressions.
4.4.3 Hyperparameter Tuning. We used grid search to optimize hyperparameters for features
and machine-learning models. The best hyperparameter set was chosen as having the best average
performance in the leave-one-participant-out cross validation.
For all types of feature (PPG features, facial features, and fusion features), we tuned the starting
offset value (how much data of an ad we can discard). For two reasons, we chose to discard a
portion of data at the beginning of an ad. First, carry-over effects can occur when participants
watched four ads continuously in an advertising slot. Discarding a portion of the signal from the
beginning of each ad would prevent emotions from the previous ad propagating to the current
ad. Second, we assumed that the key information would not be shown at the beginning but in the
middle or at the end of each ad (when the viewer is ready to receive the information). The starting
offsets were tuned from 2s to 18s, at the stride of 2s. With PPG features, we also optimized the
window size for HRV features with the possible range [1s, 5s] and the stride of 1s.
Each type of machine-learning model has a different hyperparameter set. With SVMs, the
gamma and tradeoff margin size hyper-parameters were optimized using grid search in the range
of [0.5, 1.7] with the step size equals to 0.2. With KNNs, possible values of neighbors were {1, 2, 3,
5, 7, 10, 15}. With decision trees, the pruning confidence was optimized from seven possible values:
0.01, 0.1, 0.25, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.75.
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Fig. 8. Subjective feedback about AttentiveVideo.

5 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
5.1 Subjective Feedback
Overall, AttentiveVideo received good feedback from participants. On a 7-point Likert scale (Figure 8), participants thought AttentiveVideo is easy to use (μ = 6.63, σ = 0.67), responsive (μ = 6.53,
σ = 0.75), and intuitive (μ = 5.68, σ = 1.22). Although the on-lens finger gesture has not been used
for mobile ad watching before, AttentiveVideo still received a high “Comfortable to use” rating (μ =
5.58, σ = 1.18). Some positive comments were as follows: “Very responsive, easy to use”, “Covering
the lens of the back camera is natural when I hold the phone”, and “I don’t need to touch the screen
to pull the menu icon to control.”
Interestingly, participants were optimistic about the future deployment of AttentiveVideo for ad
watching. Most participants preferred subsidized video watching via AttentiveVideo rather than
the ad-free, pay-per-view alternative (μ = 5.95, σ = 1.15). More importantly, many participants
reported that the tangible video control method in AttentiveVideo made them focus more on the
ads (e.g., “Easy to use, pay attention to ads more closely” and “I like that it makes me pay closer
attention to the ads because if I move my finger it will stop playing.”).
Besides the positive feedback, we also received suggestions for improvement and concerns about
AttentiveVideo. For example, some participants suggested additional video controls in addition to
the basic play/pause operation (“can adjust brightness and audio volume at the same time”) or
raised concerns about the flashlight usage (“turning on the flashlight all the time may use the
battery faster”, “if the video is long, it may be hot to fingers”). Richer video control mechanisms
(seeking, volume change) can be integrated by adopting various on-lens gestures of the Dynamic
LenGestures algorithm [56]. We also conducted a battery stress test for AttentiveVideo and found
the interface can run more than 2 hours on a smartphone with two cameras operating at that
same time. This duration would be sufficient for ad consumption where viewers only watch a few
minutes of ads per session, e.g., a movie.
5.2 Signal Quality Analysis
In this section, we analyze the collected PPG signals and facial expressions from our user study.
5.2.1 PPG Channel.
Signal Quality
We used Xiao and Wang’s evaluation method [53], with a 5s NN interval signal window, to analyze the quality of PPG signal obtained by AttentiveVideo. A signal window is classified as good
if at least 80.0% of the NN intervals are within ±25.0% of the window’s median. In 82.5% of 57
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Fig. 9. PPG signal quality of six participants while watching the first advertising slot.

Fig. 10. HRV spectrograms of the least touching ads (top row) and the most touching ads (second row) from
five participants: P3, P10, P12, P15, and P19.

advertising slots (19 participants × 3 slots), more than 89.0% of the windows were of good quality.
This suggests that AttentiveVideo can collect high-quality signals from unmodified smartphones.
Figure 9 illustrates the PPG signals captured by AttentiveVideo in the first advertising slot (the
first 3 ads) of six participants.
HRV Spectrograms
From an initial analysis, we found PPG signals are a potential channel for emotional responses,
because they have different characteristics under different affect conditions. We computed the HRV
spectrograms by calculating the power spectral density from NN intervals. For each ad, because
of its short duration, we used a 20s sliding window with half-second increments. Figure 10 shows
HRV spectrograms (normalized amplitude) for the least touching (top row) and most touching
(second row) ads of five participants. The High Frequency (HF) values of the least touching ads
are relatively lower than the HF values of the most touching ads in some participants. Previously,
McDuff [30] found that the HF power decreased under a stress condition. This suggests those
participants felt less stressed (or more relaxed) when watching the most touching ad than watching
the least touching ad.
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Fig. 11. Starting offsets of nine emotional measures of PPG-based models in FullDS and ExtremeDS.

Starting Offsets
We also found that a significant portion of signals at the beginning of each ad can be safely ignored without reducing the system performance. Figure 11 shows the required covering time of
the best SVM model in each emotional measure. Most emotional measures allow a starting offset
of up to 10s, the exceptions being Amusing (4s), Arousal (4s), Attention (4s), and Valence (2s) in
ExtremeDS. In FullDS, Valence also has a starting offset of 2s. These large starting offsets suggest
that AttentiveVideo can further reduce user’s effort by allowing ad watching freely for the first
10s and then requiring that users cover the lens to play. Although participants reported that using
the on-lens finger gestures was comfortable in this study, we believe participants will also benefit
from the reduced covering time as it reduced their usage efforts.
5.2.2 Facial Channel.
Missing Data
We found the facial channel suffered from missing data. The face of a participant may be out of
the viewport (OOV) of the front camera during ad watching. Such OOV events are caused by head
movements, device movements, or face detector originated detection failures.
To get a better understanding of OOV events in mobile ad watching, we quantified OOV events
and used them as an indicator of the quality of the facial expression channel. If the face detector
could not detect the existence of a face over a 2s duration, then we defined the duration as an OOV
event. We choose the 2s threshold to achieve a good balance between sensitivity and robustness
to minor head movements. Since the frame rate of the front camera is between 10fps and 30fps,
an OOV event implies that there was no viewer’s face detected for 20–60 continuous frames. We
counted the number of OOV events in a video ad session by using a moving window of 2s, with a
stride of 50ms.
Figure 12 shows the OOV distribution in each ad by participant. Six participants (31.6%) who
experienced OOV events in at least one ad slot. In comparison, Bosch et al. [7] observed a 65.0%
missing facial data from an in-the-wild user study. According to Figure 12, most of the OOV events
appeared in the last (fourth) ad of an advertising slot, except participant 8, 13, and 19. The distribution of OOV events implies that the quality of the facial channel drops after extended ad watching
(90+s in each advertising slot). Such quality drop is primarily caused by fatigue induced head
movements. In comparison, there is no noticeable quality drop in the same slot for the PPG channel (Figure 9). As we will report in the next section, the increased OOV events will cause reduced
emotion prediction accuracy from the facial channel. Our finding also implies that the beginning or
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Fig. 12. Distribution of out of the viewport (OOV) events by participant and advertisement. The X-axis is advertisement order; the Y-axis represents participant number. There are three advertising slots, each contains
four advertisements. The heat map in each cell represents the number of OOV events.

middle ads in each advertising slot are more valuable for collecting high-quality facial expression
data.
Facial Expression Patterns
Despite the high missing data ratio compared to PPG signals, facial expressions can give momentto-moment feedback that would benefit marketers or advertising researchers [25]. We found participants had various facial expression patterns while watching an ad.
Because Affdex could be sensitive to the surrounding environment, low output scores could
come from noisy input rather than real expressions of participants. We started the facial channel
analysis by looking at strong expressions only to avoid noisy data. A strong facial expression
is defined as the moment where Affdex’s output is larger than 90.0%, regardless of the output
type. Figure 13 shows the accumulated counts of strong facial expressions from all participants,
males and females, in our study. In general, the frequency of strong facial expressions was higher
with highly Amusing rated ads, e.g., Pepsi and Ameriquest, while low Amusing rated ads, e.g.,
OneMain and Township, had fewer strong facial expressions. Moreover, the peaks of strong facial
expressions are also different across ads. While Pepsi and Ameriquest’s peaks are near the end of
the clips, Doritos has earlier peaks (around 15s). This information is valuable for advertisers to
understand why an ad is effective and what the best practices are [25].
While the previous finding integrated all types of output, analyzing the individual type of Affdex
output gives more insights about the ads’ effectiveness. Figure 14 shows means and standard deviations of Affdex’s Attention and Smile outputs in 12 ads. Despite the fact that each ad had different
Amusing ratings, the Attention means were fairly stable across all ads. This result partially supports our participants’ feedback that AttentiveVideo helped users focus more on the ads. However,
Smile outputs showed different trends across different ads. With highly Amusing rated ads, e.g.,
Pepsi and Ameriquest, the average Smile outputs reached more than 40 at the end of the ads, while
ads with low Amusing ratings, e.g., OneMain and Township, the Smile outputs will be off (0) in
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Fig. 13. Counts of strong facial expressions (Affdex’s scores > 90.0%) in 12 ads. Ads were sorted descending by
Amusing ratings (Pepsi ads had the highest average Amusing rating while Township had the lowest rating).

the end of the ads. This observation suggests that viewers have stronger smiles with the Amusing
ads compared to neutral ads.
Further investigations show that there were differences between subgroups of participants. In
Figure 13, it is shown that female participants showed more strong facial expressions than male
participants. Moreover, Figure 15 shows means and standard deviations of Smile outputs between
male and female participants across 12 ads. On one hand, with ads rated high (or low) Amusing,
e.g., Pepsi (or Township), both female and male participants had strong (or flat) smiles. On the other
hand, female participants had stronger smile expressions than male participants for the Johnson
& Johnson ad. This video clip promotes baby products by showing mothers taking care of their
babies. Female participants seemed to have more positive feelings in this ad compared to their
male counterparts. Moreover, female participants tended to smile “sooner” than male participants.
By looking at the temporal Smile data, male participants only smile more strongly than female
participants near the end of an ad and there were usually Smile peaks of female participants before
that. These findings suggest that males and females have different preferences for certain products
and male audiences might be better at withholding their feelings than female audiences. As a result,
we could use different emotional detectors for different genders.
5.3 Quantifying Emotional Responses
5.3.1 PPG Channel. Table 4 shows the performance of SVMs using two PPG feature sets
(SessionPPG and LocalDiff) across nine emotional response measures. All experimental models
outperformed the random classifier (Accuracy = 50.0%, Kappa = 0.00). In general, SessionPPG
and LocalDiff feature sets have comparable performance, but LocalDiff was slightly better than
SessionPPG in ExtremeDS. There were marginal differences in FullDS (Share: t(18) = 1.6, p <
0.1) and in ExtremeDS (Amusing: t(18) = –1.37, p < 0.1 and Arousal: t(18) = –1.43, p < 0.1). The
differences also suggest that, under different emotion types, users will have different PPG signal
patterns. For example, the Amusing (or Arousal) emotion would create sudden changes in PPG
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Fig. 14. Means and standard deviations of Affdex’s Attention and Smile outputs in 12 ads. Ads were sorted
descending by Amusing ratings (Pepsi has the highest average Amusing rating while Township has the lowest
rating).

Fig. 15. Means and standard deviations of Affdex’s Smile outputs of male and female in 12 ads. Ads were
sorted descending by Amusing ratings (Pepsi has the highest average Amusing rating while Township has
the lowest rating).
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Table 4. Accuracies (Acc) and Kappas of PPG Signals across Nine Emotional Measures

Measure
Like
Attention
Share
Touching
Rewatch
Recall
Amusing
Valence
Arousal
† Indicates

FullDS
SessionPPG
LocalDiff
Acc.
Kappa Acc. Kappa
66.5%
0.31
66.0%
0.32
67.5%
0.33
64.6%
0.28
66.9%†
0.32
62.2%
0.21
64.6%
0.26
66.9%
0.33
64.6%
0.27
63.6%
0.25
65.1%
0.29
64.1%
0.27
64.6%
0.29
66.5%
0.32
64.6%
0.28
66.0%
0.32
62.2%
0.21
63.6%
0.25

ExtremeDS
SessionPPG
LocalDiff
Acc. Kappa
Acc.
Kappa
74.4%
0.47
72.6%
0.43
68.6%
0.35
73.3%
0.47
73.9%
0.45
73.5%
0.40
74.0%
0.45
70.7%
0.42
68.4%
0.36
70.2%
0.39
78.3%
0.54
73.2%
0.47
68.4%
0.38
74.2%†
0.48
65.9%
0.32
70.7%
0.42
66.8%
0.33
73.3%†
0.46

marginal differences (p < 0.1) between SessionPPG and LocalDiff SVM models.

Table 5. Accuracies and Kappas of Facial-based SVM Models
across Nine Emotional Measures

Measure
Like
Attention
Share
Touching
Rewatch
Recall
Amusing
Valence
Arousal

FullDS
Accuracy Kappa
57.4%
0.13
59.3%
0.18
60.8%
0.20
57.9%
0.12
63.2%
0.25
59.3%
0.18
61.7%
0.25
70.3%
0.40
63.6%
0.25

ExtremeDS
Accuracy Kappa
68.2%*
0.33
70.2%*
0.39
72.6%*
0.46
56.8%
0.14
70.9%*
0.39
74.4%*
0.48
75.1%*
0.51
75.3%†
0.51
71.1%†
0.41

* Indicates significant differences (p < 0.05) and † indicates marginal differences (p < 0.1) between the FullDS and the ExtremeDS.

signals, which creates differences between the moment when the emotion happens versus the
other moments. Consequently, the LocalDiff feature set, capturing the intra-differences within
an ad, outperformed the SessionsPPG feature set in Amusing or Arousal (ExtremeDS). However,
emotions, such as Share, did not have such peaks, but had longer impacts, creating meaningful
inter-differences between ads. As a result, the SessionPPG feature set performed better than the
LocalDiff feature set in Share (FullDS). To evaluate PPG-based models with FEA-based models
and multimodal models; henceforth, we use only the best PPG feature type (either SessionPPG or
LocalDiff) in each emotional measure.
5.3.2 Facial Channel. We found that some emotional measures are sensitive to expression intensity. In other words, some emotional measures were less discriminative with more ambiguous
expressions. Table 5 reports the performance of facial-based models in both FullDS and ExtremeDS.
The Rewatch and Arousal measures had the second and third top performance in the FullDS. However, in the ExtremeDS, the performance of Rewatch and Arousal are only the sixth and fifth, respectively. Even though there were significant differences in performance between the FullDS and
ExtremeDS, Rewatch (or Arousal) only gained +7.7% (or +7.4%) in Accuracy compared to other
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Table 6. Strengths of PPG and Facial Channels

Channel
PPG
Facial

•
•
•
•
•

Strengths
Low illumination environments
High quality collected data
Subtle expressed emotions
Low latency, capturing quick changes
Strong expressed emotions

measures, e.g., Recall gained 15.1% and Amusing gained +13.3%. A possible explanation for this
trend is the strong facial expressions for Rewatch (or Arousal) were not significantly different
from the weak facial expressions. However, a strong facial expression of Amusing (e.g., laughing
out loud) would be significantly different from a weak facial expression (e.g., smirk).
Interestingly, we found no significant differences between FullDS and ExtremeDS for the Touching measure (t(18) = −0.19, p = 0.43). This lack of difference indicates that Touching would be hard
to detect with our current facial expression features.
5.3.3 Comparing PPG Signals and Facial Expressions. We did additional comparisons between
PPG-based and facial-based features to get better understanding of these channels while working
on an unmodified smartphone. To avoid the holistic effect of aggregating multiple models, we only
consider single-model systems (using one type of machine-learning algorithm) in these comparisons. Table 6 summarizes the strengths of each channel in detecting emotional responses to ads
on smartphones.
The PPG-based features and facial-based features are complementary in detection emotional
responses to mobile ads. PPG-based features were good at detecting the Touching measure. Using SVMs for the Touching measure, PPG-based features (FullDS: 66.9%, ExtremeDS: 74.0%) were
significantly better than facial-based features (FullDS: 57.9%, ExtremeDS: 56.8%) in both FullDS
(t(18) = 2.92, p < 0.01) and ExtremeDS (t(18) = 2.93, p < 0.01).
Not only did PPG-based models have advantages over the Touching measure, PPG-based models
and facial-based models also have different preferences toward the emotions’ intensity. We found
that PPG-based models could detect subtle emotional responses well, while FEA-based models
work better with strong emotional responses. Over all experimental machine-learning models,
PPG-based features significantly outperformed facial-based features in eight of nine emotional
measures (except Valence) in the FullDS. However, in the ExtremeDS, where all ambiguous expressions were discarded, PPG-based features significantly outperformed facial-based features only in
five of nine emotional measures (i.e., not in except Rewatch, Recall, Valence, and Arousal). In other
words, FEA-based models gained better performance, relative to PPG-based models, after discarding weak emotional responses (ExtremeDS). However, PPG-based models still maintained good
performance with weak emotional responses in FullDS.
Moreover, using PPG signals with shorter ads (5s to 15s) is still a problem, considering that the
temporal resolution of our PPG-based models is bounded by the window size for extracting HRV
features. In fact, time-domain HRV features aim to track the dynamics in NN intervals within a
signal window. Analyzing a single NN interval value would not yield any interesting findings.
For example, Lang [21] found it takes 10s for a changing pattern of arousal and attention when
watching TV ads. In comparison, facial-based algorithms can make instant predictions based on a
single video frame of the viewer’s face. Teixeira et al. [47] used facial data from recorded video to
analyze joy and surprise toward an ad frame by frame. We hypothesize that facial-based models
will have more accurate detection than PPG-based models for shorter video clips.
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Fig. 16. Accuracies of SVM, majority voting (Majority), and weighted voting (Weighted) using PPG, facial
expressions (FEA), and feature fusion (Fusion) across nine emotional measures in ExtremeDS.

Fig. 17. Accuracies of SVM, majority voting (Majority), and weighted voting (Weighted) using PPG, facial
expressions (FEA), and feature fusion (Fusion) across nine emotional measures in FullDS.

5.3.4 Combining PPG Signals and Facial Expressions. Figures 16 and 17 show the performance
of the model fusion approach and single-model approach in FullDS and ExtremeDS, respectively.
Because of limited space, we have plotted only the performance of SVM models compared to the
majority voting and weighted average voting models (using PPG-based features, facial-based features, and fusion features). Compared to KNNs and decision trees, SVMs achieved better performance in 13 of 18 (72.2%) of emotional measures, except in FullDS (Arousal) and ExtremeDS (Like,
Attention, Rewatch, and Amusing). However, the comparison reported in this section takes all approaches into account. All experimental results are reported in the Appendix section. Henceforth,
we refer to models using a single machine-learning algorithm (SVM, KNN, or decision tree) as
single-model systems.
Aggregating multiple algorithms and combining features from different modalities yield significant improvements compared to using a single unimodal algorithm.
The best models of all emotional measures are fusion models. On average, the accuracy of
majority voting is 69.4% (FullDS) and 79.7% (ExtremeDS). The averaged accuracy of weighted
average voting is 71.8% (FullDS) and 82.4% (ExtremeDS), while the accuracy of each singlemodel system is as follows: decision tree (63.8%-FullDS and 74.8%-ExtremeDS), KNN (64.2%-FullDS
and 73.6%-ExtremeDS), and SVM (66.5%-FullDS and 75.2%-ExtremeDS). While the majority voting method achieved the best performance in 2 of 18 emotional measures (Rewatch-FullDS and
Attention-ExtremeDS), the weighted average voting method had the best performance in the
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other 16 measures. Among the 16 best-performing emotional measures, the weighted average voting models significantly or marginally outperformed other single-model systems in 8 measures:
FullDS (Touching, Recall, Amusing, and Arousal) and ExtremeDS (Share, Rewatch, Amusing, and
Arousal). In the other 8 best-performing measures, weighted average models were comparable
with SVMs (Like-FullDS: t(18) = 0.66, p = 0.26; Attention-FullDS: t(18) = 0.60, p = 0.28; ShareFullDS: t(18) = 1.19, p = 0.12; Rewatch-FullDS: t(18) = 1.19, p = 0.12; Valence-FullDS: t(18) = 0.36,
p = 0.36; Like-ExtremeDS: t(18) = 0.95, p = 0.18; Touching-ExtremeDS: t(18) = 1.04, p = 0.16; RecallExtremeDS: t(18) = 1.06, p = 0.15; and Valence-ExtremeDS: t(18) = 0.69, p = 0.25) and decision trees
(Like-ExtremeDS: t(18) = 0.84, p = 0.21; Recall-ExtremeDS: t(18) = 1.12, p = 0.14; and ValenceExtremeDS: t(18) = 1.16, p = 0.13). However, the majority voting method was significantly better
than other single-model systems in Attention of ExtremeDS. In Rewatch of FullDS, majority voting models were comparable with SVMs (t(18) = 1.19, p = 0.12) and decision trees (t(18) = 1.13,
p = 0.11). We did not find any KNNs that had performance comparable to the best model in each
emotional measure.
Moreover, combining features of PPG signal and facial expression (feature fusion) did not significantly improve single-model systems but did in fusion models. Fusion features were used in 12
of 18 best-performing models, while the other 6 best-performing models used PPG-based features.
There were no facial-based models that achieved the best performance in all emotional measures.
With pairwise t-tests, we found fusion features helped fusion models significantly or marginally
outperform all other models in 5 emotional measures of ExtremeDS (Attention, Share, Rewatch,
Amusing, and Arousal) but only 2 emotional measures of FullDS (Touching and Arousal). However,
when combining with single-model systems, fusion features only gained comparable performance
with the best models in Valence (both FullDS and ExtremeDS) and Like (ExtremeDS). Besides
fusion features, PPG-based features also had good performance. Among the 6 best models over
all emotional measures, PPG-based features supported fusion models significantly or marginally
outperforming all other models in FullDS (Recall and Amusing). PPG-based features worked well
with single-model systems, because the combinations achieved performance comparable to the
best fusion models in FullDS (Like, Attention, Share, and Rewatch) and ExtremeDS (Like, Touching, Rewatch, and Recall). However, facial-based features did not achieve the best performance
in any emotional measure. However, when applying facial-based features on single-model systems, we can achieve performance comparable to the best models in Valence (both FullDS and
ExtremeDS).
These results show the advantages of combining not only multiple machine-learning algorithms
but also different data sources; these advantages are achievable in AttentiveVideo without dedicated sensors. The weighted average voting method performs better than the majority voting
method in many emotional measures. While fusion features did not achieve significant performance when used in single-model systems, these features boost the performance of fusion models
significantly. In single-model, systems we set hyperparameters of both PPG-based and facial-based
features the same, while the fusion model approach allows different models using different hyperparameters. This flexibility would take the best of all models into account in the final decision.
Besides fusion models using fusion features, we found SVMs using PPG-based features were also
good solutions. These single-model systems were comparable with the best models in 6 of 18
emotional measures. KNNs and facial-based features did not give the best results in most of the
measures. The caveat, though, is that the accuracy of combining models and modalities comes
at the cost of computation. The computational complexity grows with the number of algorithms
and modalities used. We think this approach works best on the server side, while the client side
(running on smartphones) benefits from a single-model approach.
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6 DISCUSSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The better performance of PPG signals compared to facial expressions can come from two reasons.
First, an emotion can be suppressed or expressed without significant facial expressions. In fact, this
observation has been found in previous work detecting frustration [10] and mental stress [30].
D’Mello and Graesser explained this phenomenon as the user was trying to “disguise an emotion
associated with negative connotations in society” [11]. Interestingly, while not expressed strongly
from facial cues, such negative emotions were correlated with significant changes in physiological
signals, e.g., dialog cues and posture [10] or blood volume pulse, respiration, and electrodermal
activity [30]. Therefore, a system should not rely on facial expressions alone to detect user’s emotions, especially negative emotions. Another possible reason is that the means and standard deviations do not effectively capture the dynamics of facial expressions. In future work, we can use
better facial-expression-dynamics capture methods, such as dynamic facial features (Action Unit
Variability [39]) or sequential models (Hidden Markov Model [29]).
With the intention of reducing users’ efforts as they use AttentiveVideo, we found that users
can skip covering the back camera lens for short periods without sacrificing the detection
accuracy. Investigating performance of the SessionPPG and LocalDiff feature sets reveals an
interesting observation about the location of important information. When detecting Rewatch
in the ExtremeDS, the LocalDiff feature set allowed 12s offset, which implied that the key PPG
signal features located in either the first half (13s–21s) or the second half (22s–30s). Particularly,
the SessionPPG feature set confirmed that the important information is in the first half as the
optimal starting offset value is 12s (instead of 18s, closer the second half). We hypothesize that the
optimal skipping duration does not need to be the first portion of an ad. For example, if we skip
the first 12s and the last 9s, then the PPG-based model detecting Rewatch would perform better as
it can discard less important information. This implication suggests we can improve the detection
performance and reduce the covering duration further by selecting only the important portion.
Indeed, we can incorporate the current state-of-the-art results of video key-frame extraction [43]
or video abstracting [49] to automatically extract the important portion of an ad.
In this study, we only infer emotional responses via collected multimodalities from AttentiveVideo. However, the collected information can provide personalized advertising to viewers. Brand
personality is a set of human traits describing a brand’s customers, e.g., Apple is perceived to be
younger than IBM [57]. Understanding a brand’s personality can guide advertisers to provide more
relevant advertisements to the right audience. Furthermore, it will be interesting to treat emotional
responses collected by AttentiveVideo as purchasing data and apply existing recommendation algorithms [45] to suggest (or deliver) relevant ads. The ads do not need to be watched by a user in
advance to be considered relevant but can also come from relevant users who experience the same
emotions across previous ads also watched by the user. In this way, advertisers can address the cold
start problem where a new user does not have sufficient data to generate recommendations. Indeed,
there were several suggestions about personalized advertising from our user study, e.g., “maybe
quickly show me the menu of ads I can select from according to my preference” or “Ads based
on user preference”. As the user receives relevant ads, the effectiveness of the delivered ads would
increase. More importantly, the user would not have negative attitudes toward the ads that pop up.
Last, this user study was conducted in a lab-based setting and still had certain limitations. First,
our study was conducted in an indoor, seated environment. Second, we focused on video advertisements around 30s long. Although this is a representative setting to consuming video on mobile
devices, it will be interesting to explore other mobile contexts in the future (e.g., walking, outdoors, public transit). Additional signals such as the location of the user, time of the day, ambient
light, device motion, and nearby users may be included to further improve the prediction accuracy in such scenarios. Third, opportunities and security/privacy risks will arise when viewers’
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physiological signals are transmitted, stored, and visualized on the server side. A large scale in the
wild user study will address these limitations and would reveal interesting new problems.
7 CONCLUSIONS
We have presented AttentiveVideo, a scalable intelligent mobile interface collecting two rich sets
of signals and infers viewers’ emotional responses toward video advertisements on unmodified
smartphones. AttentiveVideo can predict viewers’ attention, engagement, and sentiment toward
advertisements via a combination of implicit PPG sensing and FEA on today’s smartphones. AttentiveVideo can help advertisers gain a richer and more fine-grained understanding of users’
emotional responses toward video advertisements. AttentiveVideo can also help viewers to enjoy
more high-quality video materials for free via subsidized video ads.
Using state-of-the-art techniques, we found that AttentiveVideo achieved good accuracy on a
wide range of emotional states (best average accuracy = 82.6% across nine emotional measures) in a
24-participant user study. Combining the multiple modalities from AttentiveVideo with the model
fusion approach yielded significant improvements in emotion detection. Our participants thought
AttentiveVideo was easy to use and was a sustainable method for collecting implicit emotional
responses to mobile ads. We also found that the PPG sensing channel and the FEA technique are
complementary in multiple aspects. While FEA works better for strong emotions (e.g., joy and
anger) and is able to give instant predictions, the PPG channel is more informative for subtle
responses or emotions but requires more time (several seconds) to make predictions. While it is
common to lose facial data sometimes, the PPG channel can effectively cover those moments.
AttentiveVideo can additionally be applied to personalized advertising.
APPENDIX
We plot performance of all models in each emotional measure.
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